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Let G → GL(V ) be a ﬁnite dimensional representation of the reductive group G, and let V//G denote the
aﬃne variety whose ring of regular functions O(V //G) equals O(V )G . The group G operates naturally on
the ring D(V ) of diﬀerential operators on V and maps each of the O(V )-modules Derm (V ) of diﬀerential
operators of order ≤ m with zero constant term into itself. Then (V,G) is said to have the property
of lifting to order m if the restriction morphism ϕ : Derm (V )G → Derm (V //G) is surjective. If this
holds for all m, then (V,G) is said to satisfy the lifting property, and this will imply the surjectivity
of ϕ : D(V )G → D(V //G). The author provides a suﬃcient condition for this to happen. In order
to formulate his main result, let A(V //G) denote the ideal of O(V )G deﬁning the complement of the
principal stratum of V//G, let gr ϕ :gr D(V )G → grD(V //G) be the graded morphism associated with ϕ,
and set R = grD(V )G / ker(grϕ). Then, if R is the intersection of all localizations of its height one primes,
and if A(V //G) generates an ideal of height ≥ 2 in R, then (V,G) has the lifting property. Among other
applications, this is used to treat the cases when G is ﬁnite or the group of nonzero complex numbers,
since in both instances the structure of R is fairly well known.
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